SCIENCE INQUIRY requires 8 semester hours from one theme (underlined). Courses in themes marked with an * must be taken sequentially. Check the course

Themes for SCIENCE INQUIRY:
- American Culture: Past and Present
- Sustainability and Global Resources
- How We Know What We Know About the Past: Method, Evidence, Knowledge
- Critical Consciousness: Learning for Equity and Justice
- From Empire to Globalization
- Experiencing Inquiry: How to Ask Questions
- Cultivating Creative Expression
- Intersections: Race, Class, and Gender
- How We Tell Stories
- Physics with Calculus

NOTE: A 1 hour lab option may be available for students who have transferred in a 3 hour science lecture course. Please contact the Office of General Education at (828) 262-2028 or gened@appstate.edu for more information.
LIBERAL STUDIES EXPERIENCE: Complete 12 semester hours from at least three discipline prefixes.

- Anthropology (ANT): ___2100 (SS), ___2235 (SS), ___2400 (SS), ___2430 (SS), ___2700 (SS), ___2800 (SS)
- Appalachian Studies (A S): ___2020, ___2025, ___2411 (SS) (HUM 123)
- Apparel Design and Merchandising (ADM): ___1000 (SS)
- Arabic (ARB): ___1050 (ARA 212)
- Art (ART): ___2011 (FA) (ART 111), ___2016 (FA), ___2030 (FA) (ART 114), ___2130 (FA) (ART 115), ___ART elec (FA) (ART 116/117/118)
- Astronomy (AST): ___1050
- Business (BUS): ___BUS elec (BUS 240)
- Chinese (CHN): ___1050 (CHI 212)
- Commercial Photography (PHO): ___2032 (ART 260/PHO 113)
- Communication (COM): ___2101 TR credit only (COM 231/ENG 115), ___2105, ___3300, ___3315
- Communication Sciences and Disorders (CSD): ___CSD elec (ASL 212)
- Criminal Justice (C J): ___3450 (SS)
- Dance (DAN): ___3430 (FA) (DAN 211), ___3435 (FA)
- Economics (ECO): ___2030 (SS) (ECO 251), ___2040 (SS) (ECO 252), ___2620 (SS)
- Family and Child Studies (FCS): ___2103 (SS) (PSY 110), ___2111
- Finance (FIN): ___2860
- French (FRE): ___1050 (FRE 212), ___1060 (3 of 6 s.h. count in General Education), ___FRE elec (FRE 141/161)
- Gender, Women's, and Sexuality Studies (GWS): ___2600
- Geography (GEO): ___1020 (SS) (GEO 111), ___1040 (SS) (GEO 112), ___GEO elec (SS) (GEO 113)
- German (GER): ___1050 (GER 212), ___1060 (3 of 6 s.h. count in General Education), ___GER elec (GER 141/161)
- Industrial Design (IND): ___2012 (FA)
- Interdisciplinary Studies (IDS): ___IDS/WRC 2302, ___3025, ___3250
- Interior Design (INT): ___INT 2300 (FA)
- Japanese (JPN): ___1050 (JPN 212)
- Languages, Literatures, and Cultures (LLC): ___3430, ___LLC elec (ITA 212)
- Latin (LAT): ___1050 (LAT 212), ___LAT elec (LS) (LAT 232)
- Music (MUS): ___2011 (FA) (MUS 110), ___2014 (FA) (MUS 112), ___2052, ___2611 (HS) (2 s.h.) (MUS 271), ___2612 (HS) (2 s.h.) (MUS 272), ___2613, ___2616 (FA), ___3611 (HS) (2 s.h.), ___MUS elec (FA) (MUS 113/270)
- NCCCS Humanities: ___ELE cred (HUM 120/121/122/140/145/180/211/212/225/240)
- Nutrition (NUT): ___2351 (SS)
- Philosophy (PHI): ___1000 (PHI 210/215), ___1100 (PHI 230), ___1501, ___1503, ___2000 (PHI 240), ___3000 (HS), ___3013, ___3015, ___3020, ___3200 (HS), ___3550, ___3600 (PHI 250), ___PHI elec (PHI 220/221)
- Planning (PLAN): ___2410 (SS)
- Political Science (P S): ___1100 (SS) (POL 120), ___1200 (SS), ___2130 (SS) (POL 130), ___P S elec (SS) (POL 110)
- Portuguese (POR): ___1050 (POR 212), ___LLC elec (POR 141)
- Psychology (PSY): ___1200 (SS) (PSY 150)
- Recreation Management (R M): ___2100, ___2140 (HS), ___R M elec (REC 224)
- Religion (REL): ___1010 (LS), ___1100 (SS), ___1110 (REL 110), ___1115, ___1120, ___2010 (LS) (REL 211), ___2030 (LS), ___2110 (HS), ___2120 (HS), ___2130, ___2150 (HS) ___3120, ___REL elec (REL 111/112)
- Russian (RUS): ___1050 (RUS 212)
- Sociology (SOC): ___1000 (SS) (SOC 210), ___2020 (SS) (SOC 242), ___2850 (SS) (SOC 234), ___3100 (SS), ___SOC elec (SS) (SOC 232/244/252/254)
- Spanish (S NH): ___1050 (SPA 212) or ___1060 (3 of 6 s.h. count in General Education), ___SNH elec (SPA 141/161)
- Sustainable Development (S D): ___S D/ENG 3715 (LS)
- Technology (TEC): ___2601 (ALT 120)
- Theatre (THR): ___2025 (FA), ___2300 (FA), ___2610 (FA) (DRA 122), ___3730 (FA) (DRA 211), ___THR elec (FA) (DRA 212)
- Watauga Residential College (WRC): ___1104 (6 s.h.) (This course is available only to Watauga Residential College students), ___WRC/IDS 2302, ___2401, ___2403 (LS), ___WRC/HIS 3210, ___3401 (LS), ___3402, ___3403 (FA), ___3665 (LS)